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Results
How	robust	is	the	link	on	a	longer	time	scale?											Is	there	really	a	link	between	them?															What	is	the	role of	atmospheric	forcing?
The freshwater content anomalies of the Arctic
Ocean, and the Subpolar North Atlantic and
the Nordic Seas show a significant anti-
correlation. Their size and timing suggest an













The evolution of liquid freshwater
content in the Subpolar North
Atlantic correlates with time series
of cumulative AO and NAO indices


















A technique for identifying pairs of patterns through a
regression model.
The method is similar to Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) that maximizes the cross-covariance, but in RDA
the linked patterns are selected by maximizing the
predictand variance, as properties of the predictors (i.e.
the variance they represent) are irrelevant to the
problem.
Tyler (1982), von Storch and Zwiers (1998)







































































shows two 20-30 years
long periods with anti-
correlation, but there are
multidecadal periods with
no link, and with positive
correlation too.
Comparing the content and the cumulative lateral fluxes
across sections bordering their domains, there is a
significant correlation for both basins.
Ensemble member 02 shows similarly high correlations
for freshwater content and fluxes for both the Arctic
Ocean, and for the Subpolar North Atlantic and the
Nordic Seas.
Periods with anticorrelation
also present, and they are
longer and stronger for this
realization. About one third
of the total 167 years show
an oscillating behaviour
















































Main features of solid FWC
(e.g. sea ice) are driven by
atmospheric pressure
patterns that only partly
resemble the AO.
Anomalous ice export and
thickness redistribution are
the main prominent
features of the variability.
Times series of leading RDA




Pairs of patterns show
distinct features such as an
AO-like pressure pattern
and a response in Arctic
FWC content (RDA 2)
For member 02 the leading
RDA mode of SLP is very
similar to member 01 but
the corresponding pattern
in solid FWC is different,
suggesting the importance
of the location of the
pressure anomaly.
The leading RDA mode of
FWC is a distinct pattern
with opposite signs in the
Arctic and the North
Atlantic. The corresponding
SLP pattern shows a
pressure dipole that
explains only 2.6% of the
SLP variance, but is likely to
play an important role in
the FWC covariability.
